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I King Peter Gottwald, The ID’s Federal Government, Congratulations for the esteemed David 

Cameroon in its great success and win over the dependency of the European Union, thus proving the 

strength and independence of the United Kingdom, an important step for the pride of the United 

Kingdom and civilizations and nations, as well as national pride and world evidence of the power 

Britain and Ireland, both in policy direction and in the direction of the state and the people. 

 

 

 

So I personally thank You very much, thank You for Your important step which the aid for the World's 

interests and rights, the functioning of international political principles and stability. Immediately duty for 

eevry one, and in interest of the whole human race. 

Today, we live in a time when European states publicly and hard victimizing their political status and 

their activity is a global crime, fraud and abuse, global terrorism. Crimes in the form of world terrorism, 

which is now confirmed as a legal form of a step for the creation of the first global war in the history of 

mankind. 

 

Europe and power’s of politics and political contacts, relations and actions, it is now confirmed in the 

form of real direction and pace for the creation of the first global war in human history, and thus a real 

ability to kill off more than 7.000.000.000 people of human existence. 

The biggest threat in human history and actual activity that problems such as threats to certify active and 

its strength is empowering. 

Therefore, I am so Congrats to esteemed David Cameron, in his support and victory for the rights and 

power of the United Kingdom, as well as a win and a significant victory for the whole world, to leave 

Europe today is to stand on the side of humanity and the Pride of our Human Race for our Justice, 

Freedom and Power. Values which are the world's most important and significant, important for the 

future of our existence and the world civilization and peace, or general principles of world politics. 

Today, I once again Congratulations to Madam Theresa Mary May, New Prime Minister for The United 

Kingdom of The Great Britany and The Ireland, councilor Mr. David Cameron as last of Dear Prime 

Minister of the UK, so Congrats to the new number and status, and simultaneously revel cooperation and 

the establishment of communal relations in the interest of security and cooperation in the form of 

prevention against the European development terrorist threats. 

At the same time I want to call on the UK for our economic cooperation and the opportunity to prevent 

the weakening of State stability and social feeling after leaving the UK from the European Union, and 

thus lost the position on the labor markets or in the interest of the common market, the European Union 

and the common commercial or financial relations . 

The Imperium of Diamond’s federal government now owns many political projects that may be 

significant and important for the UK and your nation. New business contacts, positions and relations, an 

important dimension for the use of your business corporations and the growth of employment in your 

country, recovery sessions on international markets. 

The World Diamond International Alliance, a group in the form of government with systems of global 

cooperation between all the country's government from around the world, the common capability for 

creating common territories at the level of Space position an area of the first Four of the Galaxy, and the 



development of a common civilization according to the principles of democracy and the Common Market 

of our policy and communication format more important than today's session of the United Nations 

organization. 

In case of problems with the market and the growth of national resistance against the withdrawal from the 

EU cooperation and alliances, in this case is not problems common to launch new markets at the level of 

finance, banking, legal services, technology, industry, agriculture, science, and additional potential. New 

markets and the emergence of civilization by a session that is dependent on the structure by our 

independent economy and the selected format, because as the economy function without risks and with 

the full possibility of programmed development. 

The World Diamond is a body which is autonomous open for your country, as a function of your state 

territories, together with each country in the whole world, legally and in the same form as the civilization 

of Hong Kong under a bilateral sovereignty of Chinese popular republic and the United Kingdom. 

In the very first beginning of our session together, the United Kingdom and abroad, and on the territory of 

their own surveillance and intelligence, the UK, you are can create a vision than a few hundred thousand 

working relationship and jointly same standard in the interests of other countries' governments. 

This is format of our civilization, and many new dynamical option’s for Your people of The UK. 

At the end of my text, in the interests of my personal plans and affairs, and also in the interest of my duty 

To Safety worldwide nature, I want to invite your side UK, the possibilities of our cooperation as business 

activity between the body ID's of the National Trade Corporation for the manufacture of safety 

technologies and resources and the second party as the UK government with a legitimate right to 

possession and handling or manufacture of weapons for mass destruction and responsibilities for personal 

activities to world security. 

My interest is the use of our cooperation for the possibility of production and the creation of a special 

technology and other that are based on the principle of atmospheric cannon’s that can be a viable force 

level for a significant dynamics than today's atomic bomb with plutonium and uranium, elderberry, other 

forms of chemical composition. 

One gun can accomplish liquidation horizon in the form of a continental area, or an area for example in 

the form of planetary dimensions. 

Today there is a legal situation where the federal government Imperium of Diamond's group opposes 

against world terrorism and crime in the form of international political format. According to the legal 

system to yield an active situation which means that the whole world with specific requirements for the 

production of weapons for mass destruction and disposal. Today there is a legal situation where the whole 

world with their actual rights and also a genuine obligation for the immediate destruction of European 

political structures, and so in such a case, if there is a united opposition conflict, because it is worldwide 

Legal permitted to states and governments to benefit from their creation weapons for mass destruction in 

order for the liquidation of the first all the Capital Cities of terrorist Europe, the subsequent liquidation of 

the entire range of the province. 

Such rights are based on the current threat of terrorism which European strategy means real steps for the 

creation of the first global war and the intention of the European policy for risk exterminated all humanity 

on the extent of seven miliard people. 

Right which is confirmed by the UNSC as a group who own responsibility for the immediate response 

and the achievement of full same steps in the form of liquidation of terrorism, immediately after securing 

step to prevent conflict, crimes, genocide and war. 



UNSC failed to initiate any step to prevent terrorism. UNSC thus promote the formation of the situation 

today stands a real threat to all humanity exterminated. Therefore, the UNSC own legal responsibility, so 

it is legal to prevent the UNSC to block any other states for their interest in the survival of civilization and 

the human race. No one shall block the interest of other states for their existence, their lives, their freedom 

and health, safety and peace by removing groups in form of the worst criminals in the history of human 

existence, the largest terrorist threats in the history of human existence. 

One of the biggest clear problem’s in today world. 

Therefore, my suggestion to our cooperation is in the interest of safety, and if the UK will demonstrate 

the ability to work according to real accountability for the human world and its security, I am therefore 

grateful for the possibility of our contact and a measure of our action and cooperation, we will together 

we can too create a business on military technologies and their applications. 

My goal is to create in your country, registering a new business corporation, through your help and 

ensuring the management team for the development of basic filial and communication with other traders, 

to act in common trade and investment, or communication with the central bank. 

Today, the federal government Imperium of Diamond's is under terrorist occupation and without full 

option of contact and stability. Therefore, I thank you for your support and enabling functions of security 

and stability of the world, politics and society, the rights of nations and function of international law. It is 

good that your Government is showing an interest to justify a position as a member of the UNSC, and 

thus principles. 

The Air dynamically cannon technology on many principles today as a form of trade mark claim, and 

patent claims are acknowledged for governments Imperium of Diamond's. 

System functionality is simple. Technology can dispose of objects in distance across several tens of light 

years, until level positions at other stars in the universe. The federal government's own plans for the 

construction of such technologies in the interests of public transport and air safety, too. 

Personal contact, I will follow you and your history. Therefore, I can say for the UK and esteemed David 

Cameroon that I thank you for your support for the new prime minister of the government, for the person 

who is the ideological foundation of the intelligence of a political nature and duties with responsibility 

and true format of activity without regard to social issues or challenges. 

Today the world is dependent on the situation in Europe, and therefore the necessity to fully isolate 

European terrorist states, and to stop any contact with the value of this terrorism. Such is the duty of every 

person, and in case step which means European opposition, the whole world has to respond, in the 

interests of our peoples and pride for our freedom and dignity for our rights and justice, as claimed in 

claim international law and the principle that we must immediately SHUTDOWN full dismantling 

European existence, and so this act of days created a world of victory and pride for our unity and victory 

first against the worst identities of human existence, our win against crime and the threat of defeat biggest 

disasters. 

Days arise our common unity of humanity and the celebrations for the freedom of the human race, for our 

rights and the pride of the world system. Turkish, strong and tough alerts to any other individuals and 

groups who will own interested in speaking out against international rights and justice, or alerts, versus 

those who are criminals and interest in the disposal of mankind. 

 

 



 

The Link to The Primary Intelligence of Air-Cannon drawn in not-legitimed exile 

in territories of Terrorist Government: 

https://www.ulozto.net/!QBSZ775Vr/img-901132611-0001-1-pdf 

https://www.ulozto.net/!Yn3FKK5QT/document-star-travel-part-ii-pdf 

 

The Video presentation about primary principles of situation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=3L1ALuk5lVA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ulozto.net/!QBSZ775Vr/img-901132611-0001-1-pdf
https://www.ulozto.net/!Yn3FKK5QT/document-star-travel-part-ii-pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=3L1ALuk5lVA


The Picture of The Cannon Technology Scheme: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Picture of The Cannon Technology Air-Shield function: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Picture of Global Cooperation Invitation for Security Development: 

 

 

 

 



 

Basic information about The Global Situation and Right’s of Every Government 

all around the world, The DUTY of every policy: 

http://media0.webgarden.com/images/media0:5759be1ec8953.jpg/The%20ID%27s%20Declaration%20a

bout%20WMDs%20and%20Peacefull%20use.jp 

 

Basic Information about Legal Duties of Europe: 

http://nd06.jxs.cz/324/711/e3dfe4c4a8_103096580_o2.jpg 

http://http//nd06.jxs.cz/700/265/fe5122cf66_103096575_o2.jpg 

http://nd06.jxs.cz/573/037/fc67830814_103096576_o2.jpg 

 

 

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamoond’s have and plan many form’s of Security cooperation, 

about technologies or strategy of right’s and interest for World Peace. I am really very glad if Your party 

of The United Kingdom can meet with me personaly, and we can agree about our friendship, cooperation. 

 

 

I Thank You for Your interest in supporting the human race, I thank each of You for 

who supports the security of the world, please about our cooperation and the launch 

of our joint session. 

 

Thank You,  King Peter Gottwald. 

The Federal Government of The Imperium of Diamond's 
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